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Pre-trial hearing
dates set in trials
of former coaches
By S. Montoya
U.S. District Judge J nan Burciaga has set dates for pre· trial
hearings in the fraud trials of former UNM basketball Coaches
Norm Ellenberger and John Whisenant.

The trials, which could have begun today, have been delayed
by a barrage of pre-trial motions. including one that led to U.S.
District Judge Howard C. Bratton excusing himself from
presiding over the trials.
Ellenberger, indicted by a federal grand jury on four counts of
mail fraud, two counts of wire fraud and one count of interstate
travel in aid of racketeering enterprises, has his pre-trial hearing
set for April16.
Whisenant, indicted by the same grand jury on four counts of
mail fraud. has his pre-trial hearing set for Aprill4.
Ellenberger and Whisenant nre the only persons indicted by
the grand jury thus far. There is no indication of additional
indictments resulting from the grand jury's investigation of
UNM's Athletic Departmcmt.
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To sit on the jury, you must

Both indictments stem from the alleged forging of former
I<,ormer UNM basketball
basketball playei's' academic transcripts. The transcripts were
alegedly forged in an attempt to tnake Andre Logan and Craig Coach Norm Ellenberger's
attorney has filed 29 questions
Gilbert academicaJly eligible for UNM's basketball team.
he intPnd<~ to ask proapertive
Imtially scheduled for the trailing criminal docket, beginning jurors in his defense of
Ellenberger on federal criminal
March 31, the trials could have begun today.
charges.
Among the defense's
Ellenberger's attorney, Leon Taylor, filed a tnotion asking
Bratton, former President of the UNM Board of Regents, to questions which may deterdisqualify himself from the case. Bratton excused himself mine whether a prospective
without any explanation and would not explain why Burciaga juror can sit on the jury are:
Have you ever engaged in
was assigned the case. Neither justice could be reached for
comment.
varsity athietic.s or basketball
in high school or college?
Have you, or a member of
Ellenberger's motions pending action include: an extension of
time to file additional motions·, selection of a new jury panel, your family, ever worked in a
individual questioning of prospective jurors, sequestering of high school or college athletic
jurors and several for discovery.
department?
Are
you a
UNM
Whisenant's motions pending action include: severance of his graduate?
trial from EJienberger's, an extension of time to file additional
Have you, or a member of
motions, individual questioning of prospective jurors and your family, ever tried out for,
several for discovery.
or participated in varsity

sports or basketball at UNM?
Have you rend, or heard
by way of radio or television
reportR about this ('ase or an
alleged wire-tap of a con·
versation involving Ellen·
berger?
Are you more than a
casual sports or basketball
fan?
Have you attended a
school which had a strong
rivalry with UNM?
Do you have any personal
feelings about the tnanner in
which Ellenberger coached the
UNM basketball team, in·
eluding the use of junior
college players on UNM's
athletic teams?
Have you, or a member of
your family ever been con·
nected with any local, state or

• • •

federal police or invest-igative
organization?
Have you, a member of
your family or closE' friend ever
been a prosecuting witness or
a def~ndant in a criminal case?
Do you have any
preconceived opinion as to the
merits of this case, or
Ellenberger's guilt or hi·
nocence?
Are you an employee of
the State of New Mexico?
Would you attach any
more weight to the argwnenLs
of the prosecution because the
prosecutor bears the title
Assistant United States
Attorney or because the case
is being brought by the United
States of America'!
Are you aware that the
continued on page3

Bus, Mazatlan trip
translate dreams
into brief reality
Kettlewell, Lobo photo editor.
The following story is comprised
"I don't care how much 1 pay, of recent Kettlewell recollections
gonna buy me a magic bus some concerning the trip.
day: too much the magic bus, too
ny Dick Kettlewell
much the magic bus. ''
March
14, 10 p.nl. - The
During a nine-day stretch in
lights
of
Albuquerque are
mid~March, the magic bus rolled
out of the Who's song to became passing out of sight. Whenever I
reality, or at least a realistic run suddenly in the midst of
unfamiliar faces I feel a sense of
dreatn, for 27 people.
1'he bus is owned by AI Jones exhilaration as well as nerand Lee Imhof, world travelers vousness. What are they like?
who have used the vehicle the How hard are they to get to
past two and one·half years. On know? Who will I know best after
March 14, around 9:00 p.m., 27 a few days?
AI, •the driver 1 is from New
souls piled into the bus and were
Zealand.
He is tall, of tnedium
carried to Mazatlan and into a
About an hour after dawn Piedra fishermen come ashore with the morning catch. These
week from which no one could build and has a large reddish
beard. His manner is mild and I people have made their living ffom the sea all of their lives as have generations before them~
return exa<!tly the same persort.
(Photo by Dick Kettlewell)
continued on J]lge 1
One or those souls was Dick
First oltwo parts
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National Briefs
Anderson critical
of Reagan's views
WASHINGTON -- H<~p .•John
Ander~on Sunday call<!d Ronald
Ht•agan a "kind, decent, wellintPnt.ionPd man" whose policies
malw him unar<•cJptablP for the
prr•sidt;ney,
Tlw congrp;;sm an from Illinois,
who htm lu•c·omt• 11 kincl of folk
lwro in llw l'Urronl Hc•puhlican
C'ampaign. t.olcl tc•lrvir;ion inlt•rviPwPni lh•agan'n propmJCd :lO
JlPrc·c·nt. tux <'nts may apjwal to
voll•r<; hut. would im'rPWW inflat inn disastrously. H!•agan' r>
!'c·onomk polidPs grtwrally arc• f:o
bad "you would huvc~ to go buc.~k
to 1\!~\l" to find worm• om•s, he
adc!Pcl.
Moreover, lw said in an ap!J<'aranco on NBC's "M<!!lL The
I>r( Hf-i, '' H<~agun~s •'euAy unswnrs''
on Pn('rgy · • that decontrolling
oil and gas produ~tion woulu
malw th1• U.S. st>lf-suffident in
fiw yPars · cannot be baclwd up
with facts.
But llC' Haved hiH harslws~
nil id~m for the Hnpubli<'an
frunt-runnPr's fm·eign and
1

!ll•i'PilB!' polieiP.~J:

"Ht•agan is a kind, dC!'l'Ill.,
Wl'll·int!•ntiolwd man," Anderson
f;aid, hut "lw thinks till' only
thing faeing 11s iu the lll'Xt few
yt>ars is to arm to Llw tCPth, to
\~llt!•r a p1•riod of confrontation.
His Holut.ion to the problems with
tlw Hoviet Union can b1• ~;ummed
up in this way:
"W<• will go ahead and build
evnry multi-billion·dollar
w<•apons system prop'lsed by the
l't'ntagon in the past 20 years
and that's going to face the
Sovif't Union down, that's the
road to peace, that's the way to
detente."

GOP presidential
dropouts complain
WASHING'l'ON
The
quintet of GOP presidential
dropouts blame themselves and
the system for their failure to
score in the early nomination
showcase
primaries
and
caucuses.
The most common complaint
they made in interviews with
UPI is that a candidate who
holds office cannot invest the
time required to become an
"overnight" success in the early
political events.
Richard Nixon in 1968, Jimmy
Carter in 1976, Ronald Reagan in
1976 and George Bush in 1980 all
demonstrated the value of
spending two or three years
mining support, voter by voter,
in out of the way places across
the country while more famous
opponents stayed at their jobs in
the White House, Congress or
statehouses.
Among the Republicans w.ho
tried and failed in a grab for the
brass ring are some of the party's
better known names: Senate
GOP Leader Howard Baker; Sen.
Robert Dole, the 1976 GOP vice

SUMMER ORIENTATION JOBS

byUPI

presidential candidate; former spokesman indicated that some
'l'exas Gov. ,John Connally; type of U.S, communication was
Senate Watergate Committee passed to Iranian leaders.
gadfly Lowell Weicker and freshThe diplomatic effort was in
man Hen. Larry Pressler.
the form of appeals sent
All think the nominationg simultaneously by several West
systrm, with its proliferation of European leaders to Iranian
primaries, eontribution limits l'r<!Sident Aholhassan Bani.Sadr
and its premium on early star- seeking the release of the
ting, could usc reform.
Americans, in their 141lth day of
captivity.
A
Swiss
government
spokPsman said in Geneva that
the Swiss Charge D'affairs in
Tehran last week delivered a
Jo'HJo:EIIOLIJ, N .•T. - New let.ter from Carter to Bani-Saclr
,Jpr:-wy officials will attempt to and Foreign Minister Sadegh
provP the !lXistence of a Ghotbzudeh, who said hl' passed
nat.ionwid!~
crime
syndicate the letter to Ayatollah Ruhollah
during op1ming arguments Khomeini.
Monday m the landmark triul of
The White House refused to
comment on the Swiss claim.
fiw reput1•d mobsters.
State proseeutors will begin
calling witnesses Tuesday to help
build tlwir case against the
dt>fendants and, for th1> first time
in c:ourt, attnmpt to establish
that "La Cosa Nostra" is an
RICHMOND, Va. - There
underworld crime network.
still are a number of states where
Th<• ddendants face charges t-he mentally disabled haveranging from illegal gambling almost no protection against
activitiers to murd('r.
sterilization, it was reported
A jury of 10 men and seven Sunday.
In a copyright story, the Rich·
women, including five alternatives, was Sl'l!'cted last week to mond 1'im~>s·Di,9patch said its
h~ar evid1mce in the trial, exstudy of sterilization laws in
p!'c'ted to last six mouths.
several statPs found that statutes
vary widely.
Doctors in some states, the
paper said, will refrain from
performing even medically
necessary operations to avoid
being sued by strong patientsAU(iUS'I'A, Maine ·- Heads
rights groups. In other states,
of the joint legislative committee
almost "anyone can get
this week which will review the
sterilized . "
proposd $81.5 million Indian
The newspape1' has done a
land-claims lawsuit Sunday said
series
of articles on sterilizations
they still had not taken a stand
since recent disclosures showed
on the pact.
some 8,300 of the operations had
The 13-membcr legislative
been performed on mental
committee begins reviewing the
patients in Virginia institutions
complex document Monday and
between the early 1920s and
its critique must be finished in
about 1972.
two days.
"I wouldn't want to make a
prediction on what the committee
will recommend because we
haven't even started discussing
it," said Rep. Bonnie Post, DOwis Head, House chairman of
REDDING, Calif. - William
the committee.
"Gunny" Gunlock remembers
The full legislature will meet when a census taker in Northern
Wednesday and Thursday, if California was paid $5 a head to
necessary, to vote on the ride snow·shoed mules into the
proposed pact, reached after mountain. Now he wouldn't take
eight
years
of
delicate the job for $1,000 a day negotiations between the state, couldn't take the mountains of
the federal government, and the paperwork.
Penobscot and Passamaquoddy
Gunlock, 80, said he comtribes.
plained to the census bureau in
The terms of the proposed out- Washington, D.C.
of-proposed out-of-court set"I put in a bid for one of my
tlement stipulate the Penobscot horseback enump.rators to get $5
and Passamaquoddy tribes for every guy he counted,"
would get a $27 million trust fund Gunlock said. "Washington
and 300,000 acres of land in must have wanted to see who this
return for relinquishing their crazy man was who wanted $5 for
claims to 12.5 million acres.
his enumerator so they sent a
man out.
"I took him over to Etna to a
small hotel with a lot of pictures
on the wall of. mules wearing
snowshoes," he said, Snow·shoed
A new international diplomatic mules were used to deliver mail in
intiative to win release of the 50 the mountains in winter.
American hostages in Iran apHe said the bureaucrat took
1Jeared to be under way Sunday one look at the pictures and
and
President
Carter's declared: "You win."
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The Dean of Students Otnce '" currently accep ·
ling applications for New Student Summer Orientation
staff positions, Students that are friendly, accepting and
enjoy meeting and working with all kinds of people,
knowledgable of the campus, and those that have
demonstrated campus involvement and student leadership dre encouraged to apply.
Employment begins in May and continues until
the beginning of Fall classes. Part-time and full-time
t>rnployrnent opportunities are available. Applicants
must file d 1980-81 Financial Aid Form as soon as
possible. Students which qualify for work-study will be
given special consideration in tfw selection process.
Job descriptions and application<; for Orientation
staff positions arp available at the Dean of Students Of·
fke, 1129 Mesa Vista Hall. Interviews will begin in
April and selections will be announced before May.
Questions should be referred to Paul Woods in the
Dean of Students Office (277 -3361 ).

Alleged criminal
network on trial

-

-

--

Candidate ballot positions fixed
The ballot positions for the
ASUNM April 8·9 general
election were decided Friday at a
candidates meeting when each
candidate pulled a marked piece
of paper out of a hat.
'!'here are six candidates for
ASUNM President, three for vice
president and 16 for 10 full·term
and one half-term senate
'positions.
The order of the presidential

Committee reviews
land-claims pact

Census buried
in paperwork

Diplomatic efforts
underway in Iran
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All the pizza & salad
you can eat
plus 1st drink

i Shakey's

1
1
I Mon.-Fri. 11:00-1:30
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$255

Lomas & Carlisle

plus tax

Questions facing jurors
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Along with the election of 10 full-term and one
half-term senators, a vice president and a
president, voters in the April 8-9 ASUNM general
election will decide the fate of two proposed
amendments to the student constitution.
A proposed amendment to Article II, Section
lOA of the constitution would use ASUNM funds
to pay the tuition for full- time senators, starting
with the senators elected this semester.
Mike Roeder, associate director of the SUB, said
the senators' tuition, totaling $3,330 per semester,

would be paid with funds otherwise available for
appropriations.
Also on the ballot will be a proposed amendment
to Article VII, Section 5 of the constitution that
would change the percentage of ASUNM member's
signatures .needed on a petition to cause a recall
election from 20 percent to 7 percent. ASUNM
members are all full·time undergraduate students
and others who have paid the $14 ASUNM fee. The
amendment would also eliminate the provision that
20 percent of the current membership of ASUNM
must vote in recall elections for them to be valid.
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continued from page 1

indictment in this case is
merely a legal pleading, a
piece of paper filed by the
prosecution in order to start
these proceedings, and has no
greater legal effect than a
complaint filed in a civil case?
Are you under the impression in a case like this that
"where there is smoke there is
fire?"
Do you have any dif. ficulty with the notion that
Ellenberger is presumed in·
nocent?
Do you have any dif·
ficulty with the proposition
that Ellenberger has no
obligation to prove or disprove
any fact, but may sit here
silent throughout this case?
Are you a manager in the
sense that other individuals
are accountable to you in their
job and that you must,
ther11fore, rely on them to

perform their job in an
adequate and proper fashion?
Do you believe that the
emphasis given the athletic
program at UNM is ouL of
proportion to the emphasis
given academics at that institution?
Are you of the impression
that the investigation of UNM
by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association has any
bearing on the merits of this
case or alleged activities of
Ellenberger?
Do you believe that it is
improper
or
otherwise
inappropriate for an individual
charged with a crime to
subsequently appear on a
television broadcast of
sporting event?
Do you believe · that
Bllenberger is responsible for
the athletic ineligibilty of a
number of athletes at UNM?

I
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PART-TIME & SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

HANCOCK/DIKEWOOD Services, Inc. is taking applications for part-time and summer employment for
openings as Aides in computer programming, opera·
tions and analysis.
We are an Albuquerque based and growth oriented
company providing health care management information systems to customers nationwide.

AIDES· COMPUTER CENTER
We have several openings for part-time and summer
employment in computer operations and programm·
ing. Consideration will be given to students with work
experience and/or course work in data entry, computer
operation, programming or analysis.

Fatso's Subs

Pasta
Salads
Hours
Mon·fri Sam to 9pm Vegetarian
Meals
Sat·Sun Noon to 8pm
NeJCt to McDonalds
Deserts
255·3696
Breakfast

MATH AIDE
We have an opening for a part-time Math Aide in our
Systems Development Directorate. Work hours are
flexible and the person will be needed approximately
15 hours per week. Applicants must be familiar with
computers and knowledge of FORTRAN coding is
highly desirable but not required. Duties will include
assisting Programmers and Systems Analysts in set·
ting up change checks and submitting them to our
_computer center and assisting in verifying that change
cards were compiled where intended.

"The Company is a worthy instrument for someone who ;ust may prove
the most brilliant young dancer/choreographer working on the West Coast. "Lewis Segal, L.A. TIMES

April 8, 1980 at 8:00 PM

HANCOCK/DIKEWOOD SERVICES, INC.
Attn: Personnel
1009 Bradbury Dr., SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
Telephone: (505) 243·9781

Tickets $5/$3 students & seniors, at Ticketmaster & the door

:X:E !-\ERE. .. , You AL-L
'SEE:!-{ lo GUA/..1 P( ·

take out call
266-790l.J

These are outstanding opportunities for students interested in computer science to gain valuable work ex·
perience.
Persons interested should submit applications and a
copy of transcripts to:

TANDY REAL AND COMPANY

Vernita McKinney, SIA;
Clifford R. Rallins, SIA; AnneMargaret Fullilove; Francisco
Lopez; Francisco Romero; Mark
Hunter Edwards; Steve A.
Jacobson; and Teresa Slack.

,

i s SHIKIYlrtill
I

Hester, Students for Immediate
Action; Tom Domme; Ben Lane;
Henry L. Miller, SIA; Arthur D.
Meintzer; Fred Cornwell; Kris
Kapke; Rodney A. Raphael.

Voters face amendment choices

Sterilization laws r-------------------------~
lax in some states
I

candidates on the ballot will he:
Matt Baca, Michael Gallegos,
Mario Ortiz, David Lauer, Ward
B. Hurlburt IV and Robert
Lynch.
For vice president the order
will be Jolyn S. McTeigue,
Louise Wheeler and Pete
Pierotti.
For senator, the order of the
candidates and their political
party affiliation will be: Elliott

We are an equal opportunity employer

Onion Rings
Introductory
.35C
Offer
with coupon

reg ••65•

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN
1830 Lomas

Expires Apri/6
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Editorial

Code should protect student athletes
The UNM "Lobogate" basketball
scandal is rapidly becoming old
history, Former coaches Norm
Ellenberger's
and
John
Whisenant's upcoming trials seem
to be the last stained remnant of
that embarassing episode in the
University's recent athletic serial.
It would make good daytime
television, an ongoing soap opera,
with all the guaranteed-winner
stereotypes: the pressured-to-win
coach, the incompetent athletic
director, the crUstY old university
president and the used, abused and
negleGted ghetto kid turned bigtime athlete.
If it were television, liberties no
doubt would be taken with reality.
Maybe the coach would commit
suicide, the university president

might become a clerk at Circle"K,
and the ghetto kid would be drafted
to play professional basketball with
a very successful team.
But the real,life screenplay
doesn't work out so well for the
athlete. Perhaps 1 percent of all
college players make it into a paid
position in the pros. And they all
face the universities' must-win
environments basically alone.
This point really cannot be overemphasized. The Lobo received a
phone call, just after the story
broke, from a reader who had the
audacity to assert that Ellenberger
was the victim of the scandal. In
comparison to the collapsed futures
of the disenfrancised basketball
players, who were unwittingly
manipulated by men who should
have known better, Ellenberger

DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

We 's people too

hardly seems a victim. His guilt is compromises upon an institution of
yet to be proved. But the Fact that higher education. The UNM adsix players were enrolled in a course ministration looked the other way
without their knowledge is un- for too long and Holy ieez, we've
disputed. Someone was playing created a monster!
The UNM athletic council
under-the-table footsie with their
currently is working on a new
transcripts.
There is a cancer in in· athletic code that would govern
tercollegiate athletics and its cause athletic policy at this University.
is professionalism. Major college The proposed policy, which is far
teams are little different from pro from final, includes suggestions for
athletic
program
basic
farm teams - college is where the a
philosophy,
administrative
control
talent is discovered and recruited,
of
athletics,
duties
of
the
athletic
which can enhance a university's
appeal to an athlete with pro department's policy, student
financial aid and recruitment.
aspirations.
For the new policy to be sound, it
This symbiotic relationship must must include protection and rules
be changed. Along with the for fair treatment of student
pressure to win applied by local athletes. After all, these are the
fails and booster groups, the farm- people who win and lose for the
team syndrome forces too many gipper.

by Jeff Gardner
Let's talk friends.
A universal feeling.
Recently I found who my friends
are and aren't. Doris Slater and
Deborah Green are my friends; my
Amigo card is not.
Slater and Green took a personal
interest in me. I went to a men's
store and purchased two packages
of briefs. Returning home I was
anxious to put a pair on, having not
had new shorts in, well, that's
another story.
After a shower I tore into the
package and pulled out the prize
and slipped them on. A slight pinch
became a stab into a part of my
anatomy. That's when I found out
about Doris. Inside this pair of
shorts wall a note:
F~iendship.

·navis makes priest look like atheist
UniversitY of New Mexico.''
"You mean the additional 35 we
sent out to them. They denied
them, of course?''
"No sir, uh, well, they admitted
that the allegations were true."
jlR~~:)>
"They what? Oh, that's just
great. Now we'll never be able to
1·:· THE )
impose any penalties on them.''
"What do you mean, sir? We did
send them the allegations and New
Mexico admitted they were true. It
should be cut and dried.''
1
/.:
"You don't understand. How is
···~
the NCAA going to penalize UNM
for being a sneaky, underhanded
universitY that cheats and violates
the rules and has shady dealings
behind closed doors, when they
come out in public and admit
they're wrong. I'm telling you, this
Bud Davis calling for full
cooperation with the NCAA makes
.,.I
,
-,.
Father Hesburgh at Notre Dame
look like an atheist.''
"If I'm not mistaken, sir, I believe
we do ask our member institutions
to cooperate fully with us in regard
The scene is an office in the en· to investigations.''
forcement division at the National
"Sure, we say that, but these
Collegiate Athletic Association schools should know how to play
headquarters in Shawnee Mission, the game. First, you deny the
Kansas, one week ago.
charges and don't let the press see
them. That's pretty easy, since we
"Sir, we've just received the never release anything to the press
reply concerning those NCAA and most universities don't have
charges we just sent out to the this masochistic tendency to

ltMA~IC)

POLE "")
I'i.

~~ARTIN )

! lfANOWSKI)

~~J.lt~~·--------..

~rw

confess in public. Then the
university hires a lawyer as a special
prosecutor, someone who's an
athletic booster with a strong
1background in plea-bargaining. The
lawyer gets together with us, we
drop 95 percent of the charges and
impose a probation on the schooL"
"Isn't there any penalty imposed
on the players or coaches who
violate the rules?"
"No, that's the beauty of it, The
school gets to keep the players,
serve the probation time, and then
go out and win a national championship. If the coach is smart, like
Chuck Fairbanks when he coached
at Oklahoma, he gets a better job
and moves on. In his case.• it was
the New England Patriots."
But doesn't a school like
Oklahoma get upset at being put on
probation all the time?"
"No, they get used to it.
Oklahoma plays such a weak
schedule that they almost always
end up undefeated at the end of the
regular season. They can ·claim to
be number one though they don't
go to a bowl game. We're doing
them a favor by banning them from
post-season bowl games."
"But what happens if some news
reporter digs up solid evidence of
wrongdoing in an athletic department?"
If it's just one charge, we allow

the university to explain publicly the
situation. If it's reasonable, we
accept it. Take Southern Cal with
all those football players not attending a debating class. The
university explained that those
football players took a crash course
to make up the work. Case closed·."
"That doesn't seem fair not to
penalize one school when another
school gets penalized."
"We can't punish a big school
like Southern Cal. Do you know
how much money is lost when we
don't telecast a Notre DameSouthern Cal football game? I don't
think anyone will get too upset if
we don't broadcast the football
games of the New Mexico Lobos."
"I see what you mean. What can
we do about New Mexico now that
they've admitted it?"
"We're going to have to nip this
one in the bud. We can't establish
any control over these universities if
we don't keep this secretive fear
element of investigation over them.
By making the charges public and
coming clean, UNM subverts our
entire operation. I mean, who does
John Bridgers think he is? Joe
Paterno.
"There's only one thing left to
do," the director said, dialing the
telephone. "Hello. Is this the Lobo
Club? Let rne speak with Ted
McWhorter.''

"I have personally inspected this garment to be
sure it meets the high
quality standards that have
made
Munsingwear
famous. Exclusive fabrics
and fine workmanship
assure
long-wearing
comfort and style.''
signed, Doris Slater.

I

After my own inspection of the
other package of shorts I found that
Miss Green was also concerned
with my feeling good all under.
So they are my friends. Now the
card.
It was 6:45p.m. in Albuquerque.
The sky was overcast and there
was a slight wind. I locked my
apartment and thought, "There's a
slight wind . "
At 6:47 I pulled my brown two
door car into the Winrock Center
parking lot. It was a large parking
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hn<tl~ '"ccks, o::uuf \\oCckfy during the St•ntmcr
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WHISTLE STOP.
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WHISTLE STOP: is a community safety
program to fight crime and assault on campus.
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I showered, then started to
dress. Noon. Trouble? What
trouble? I slipped on my shorts and
smiled. With friends like Doris and
Deborah? No, there's no trouble
here.
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or

"Thank you. I'm very sorry we
had this trouble.''
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Albuquerque that morning and
didn't give a damn about anywhere
else.
I called the Amigo's keeper's
supervisor. Mary. She sounded
nice.
My card was still at Winrock. It
was held, she said, for security
reasons.
"Look. The guy never even
asked for any ID.''
"Well, maybe he felt that there
was no way he could check that.
You see, we have to be very
security consious •.• aware of
security••• security, .. securitY."
"What about my insecurity?"
"What?"
"I'll pick up my card later. Thank

BLOW THE WHISTLE
FOR HELP!

Get ready for the
"Tqur of the Rio Grande."

'
!,

Me"fco Dally L-obo
JR1400

Voi.B4

lot, not more than two minutes don't, call us back.'' We hung up
from my apartment. As I walked unilaterally.
toward the east entrance I pulled
Seven. No card, While I. was on
from my right back pocket my the phone another innocent person
wallet. The wallet carried numerous lost his card. Two hostages. I called
back.
identifications and my Amigo soon not to be.
"Hello." A male 'I;; voice.
At 6:48 I placed the Amigo in the
"Yes. The machine at Winrock
machine. There was little going on now has two cards under its belt
in the center and I thought how and .. ," More outlining.
nice it was not to fight a line. Then I
"Well," he paused. "I guess I'll
wondered how Ted Kennedy beat have to come up and get them called out.
Jimmy Carter in New York. The out/'
"What are your names?"
0
machine brought me back. I
Guess so.''
"Tom Montoya," the man said.
punched in the dollar amount.
"You have any ID?"
"Gardner. Jeff Gardner.''
0 Yes.,
I moved my finger toward the
wondered.
final digit when the screen went
"What's your name?"
"Mr. Gardner, you haven't
blank. My first thought was that a
"Gardner."
signed the back of your card, I can't
"Listen," he was bordering on give it back."
baby had put car keys into a wall
bellicose. "Have some ID so that I
socket.
"What!" 7:30. I was yelling at a
I glanced around, No babies.
know it's you.''
hole in th'l. wall. Another crowd had
''Sure, 't
The screen was now blank, with
gathered. The machine slammed
"I'm downtown, so it'll take back at us. The keeper emerged
the exception of a small ampersand
in the upper left-hand corner. My about 15-20 minutes.'' He crossed from the bank. He gave Montoya
card was locked away in the the border. I hung up first.
his card. Montoya was soon getting
machine like a U.S. citizen in an
I went back to the machine to money.
outline the conversation to the
Iranian embassy.
"I can't give you this. You
I entered a nearby men's store. I other hostage. A crowd had haven't signed the back."
explained my problem. They gathered. They seemed friendly. I
I was biting my check book.
yawned. I used their phone. No went back to men's store and
"That's crazy!"
charge. I called my Amigo's trainer, talked with an attractive girl.
"Look. You wanna talk to my
Young. About22, I guessed.
somewhere downtown.
supervisor?" He walked out.
7:25. The Amigo's amigo arrives.
"Hello." The voice on the other
I went back to the men's store.
He was young. About 5-foot-10, They cashed my check. I went to
end was female.
"Yes. Say, I'm at Winrock. What blond hair. He moved with an my car. Searched the glove
impatient authority. He had been compartment - frantically. Not a
happened?"
this route before. He opened the Valium in sight.
"Who is this?"
"My name's Gardner. I just used bank and went to the machine from
The following morning. It was
this machine.. .'' I outlined the the inside. The machine was pulled raining in the city. Might have been
details. I was put on hold. At 6:55 I away from us on the outside. He raining elsewhere, but I was in
knew a 7 appointment was fading.
"Mr. Gardner?"
I checked. "Yes.''
We're going to try to fix the
problem from down here, so you
should get your card back. If you
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HOW WHISTLE STOPWORKS:
1. Residents blow their whistles to signal trouble.
When others hear the signal they know that a
neighbor is in distress.
2. They call the police (911).
3. Then blow their whistles to attract attention.
You Can Buy A Whistle At:
- THE GENERAL STORE
- S.U.B. CANDY STORE
- U.N.M. BOOK STORE
- WOMEN'S CENTER
(Ccmmlltee Against Rape meetings every Wed. at 2 p.m. in
the Women's Center.)

I
I

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
COMMITTEE AGAINST RAPE

I

REMEMBER: RESPONSIVE NEIGHBORS
MAKE SAFE COMMUNITIES.

I

'-------------------------~

277·5602

277·3716

Art fundamental in learning process
By Terry Fletcher
Many

pl'opl!~

may think the
CollPf\f' of J<:du<·a tion 's Art
J.:<lucalion is u frill department,
but Al'ting Chairman Neal
'l\JwnHt>ncl HUid hi' believes
t•duntt ion through art is fundamt•ntal t<> tlw learning process.
"Som!' t•ollt•gt>s hQsi(.ute to put.
mom•y into tlwir art edu~:alion
d••rmrtnwnt~. hut. I feel that se)f.
•·xpr.. ssion and non-verbal
t·mnmunkation through art ar<!
bask to human development,"
TuwnH<•nd ,;nid.
"W" an• separate from the
Coll<'g<• of Fin!' Art,s IH•cause they
an•
<·oni'Prnt•d
with
the
pm<lurt.ion of art. whPrt• as we
I Pa('h tt'a<'lwrs how to use art
with d1ildn•n," lw said.
"Our basic philosophy is that
l.lwrp is an artist in everyone. So,
although WI' still nurture a child's
excPptional tal<mt, we stress
trying t.o dt>velop every child's
talPnt for art."
'I'ownrR•nd said the College of

FineB Art.s stresses studio and
art. history while art education
<:oncentrates on methodolot,,'y and
student teaching.
"One of our community service
anm~ has some of the faculty
involved in multi-cultural on·site
coursPil," 'rownsend said, "We
havt• a big push right now to
train Native Americans to
becomt> aids or teachers of art in
their own communities.
"We have an extension course
at Zuni Pueblo where we offer a
two-year associate of arts degree
program."
Th!' dc>partment also offers a
loeal l'Ommunity service called
Art for Youth in which·
(•]Pmentary and scc,ondary level
students can take part in art and
era fts activitim>.
"This program has been going
on for about ten years and every
year we get an excellent
response," he said. "The kids
meet on Saturday morning and
afternoon, and Wednesday af·

ternoon."
Townsend said one of the
largest enrollment areas is in
elementary art education.
"This area emphasizes the
development stages of learning,"
he said. "We are concerned with
the exploration of material,
building self-confidence and
trying to bring the concept of art
closer to the children."

He said most ot me oepart· cert!l!cation as well as programs
ment faculty are also practicing for master and doctorate degrees.
professional artists.
"We have a real good working
relationship with the college of
Department Chairman James fine arts and the Albuquerque
Srubeck is currently on sab- Public Schools," Townsend said.
batical in Japan as an apprentice "We aiso find that when we need
to master potter Manji Inoue, he temporary help to teach special
said.
courses, professional artists with
The art education department degrees in teaching are more that
offers programs for art teacher happy to help out.

Engineering to get acting dean
By Debra Voisin
Rather than find a new dean for the College of
J<Jngineering by che fall semester, an acting dean
will be appointed for one year.
The acting dean will take over when Dean
William Gross steps down at the end of this
semester.
It is not yet definite who the acting dean will be,
said Joel Jones, associate provost for academic
affairs.
And the search committee for a new dean is not
yet formed, but a list of names should be submitted

to UNM President William E. Davis by the end of
this week, Jones said.
In deciding to appoint an acting dean, the
Provost's office is responding to concern voiced by
the College of Engineering faculty.
Maurice Wildin, a professor of mechanical
engineering and the head of the policy committee
that made recommendations for the search committee, said the college's faculty agreed that
finding a new dean by the fall semester was too
soon.

Special collection
to be open nights
'l'he Special Collections
Department of Zimmerman
Library will be open Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings from 6:30
to 9:30 p.m. for the remainder of
the spring semester.
Service will be provided
through the general library's
Coronado reading room.
Some items from the special
collections may be placed at the
main circulation desk for the
reader's use in the building when
the department is closed.

K(:NM - 12:.30 p.m.•A 1-unchl'on Slk~ or infor..
nmiJOn: HC!ick .. : Photogr;~phy and th!! Camera; how
1hcy arrect our ..... orld. CNPR}
(~onc~;pllnn!ISUUihWt'51-- Works by UNM arlists will

Bus is vehicle
to dream for
hardy group
continued from page 1

will soon learn that it is not easy
to guess his feelings on anything.
He has been on the road since
L973 and has no plans to change
his lifestyle in the near future. "I
never plan much of anything
beyond tomorrow," he says,
"whatever happens is what I go
with."
During the course of our
conversation as wen as the rest of
the night, a gentleman refered to
as "the politician" continually
c;omes to the front of the bus to
advise and consent on ou1· route
and act as the guide and
navigator.
March 15, a.m. - We cross
the Mexican-U.S. border at
Douglas, Ariz., with very little
hassle from the authorities.
Everyone busies themselves
shopping at the farmers' stands
for fruits and various tidbits. The
politician buys several cloves of
garlic and proceeds to eat them
on the bus. From now on the
magic bus will smell like &en
Italian restraunt.
About 30 miles down the road
we are flagged down by an frantic
arm-waving native outside a
beat-up trailer on the side of the
road. Someone in trouble? No, he
was a member of the Mexican
customs agency and wanted to
check our visas. He was very
perturbed when we didn't
aut<>matical!y pull over. After all.,
anyone could see that the trailer
was an official government
building.
March 16, a.m. - We spent
our first night in Mexico on a
beach at San Carlos Bay after a
late-night arrival. With the help
of a local named Pedro, we found
a good camping spot on the beach

he 011 di\play in the ASA (inllery
Studrni ('ourr - l ouisc WJtccJcr '1'$:, ASUNM·PFC
tndily, ~:30 r.m., inlhcsun. Room2SO.t'.
l,ccture -- Allan Co~. dc3n of Cnrlh Science ~t
Smnford UniH•rt;lly, ~ill di5l.:!us<;: "'Microplates in
We., Iern U.S. •• today, 4 p.m.~ in Northrop Hall.
Art..; Mana~:trncnr Group ........ Meets: roday, 1 p.m. 1 in
the fine J\rt'i Center. Ruom B-434. AU interested
JlCr'-('11" im.i1cd ro au end.
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There's never been a better time to find yourself in Mexico. Ybu'JI find the weather perfect.
The beaches, magnificent. And now, Continental
gives you some terrific bargains that make it look
better than ever.
We've got incredibly low cost vacation packages to five of western Mexico's most pop1o1lnr beach
resorts. including hotel accommodations, all airport transfer services, plus extras. Even lower rates
are available on some packages if you travel after
May 1st. A selection of alternate luxury hotels is
also available.
The prices quoted below are for 4 day/3 night
packages, but we've got other more extensive
packages, too.
ACAPULCO $101" INCLUDES YOUR STAY
AT THE HOTEL CASABLANCA.n t9COIFCTJ.1i
One of the world's great resort cities. Ytm'll
find water sports of every description. Plenty of
nightlife. And with your Continental vacation
package, you'll see the spectacular harbor on a
2 hour cruise along the coastline.
LOS CABOS $97• INCLUDES YOUR STAY AT
THE HOTEL FINISTERRA...n<~('OH'CT"''
It's sportfishing paradise in a dramatic setting.
Los Cahos i~ flanked by natural rock arches that
you'll glide right through in small boats, as a part
of your Continental vacation.
LA PAZ $57* INCLUDES YOUR STAY AT
LOS ARCOS. nto~mm "Ill 1,
A charming old wnrld city where you can shop

or browse, or merely people-watch from a treeshaded bench. Take a historical tour of the city,
included in your Continental bargain package.
PUERTO VALLARTA $103" INCLUDES YOUR
STAY AT THE PEUCANOS. <IT<JCOIFCT07•
(Daily breakfast is included.)
Take a Continental Trimaran cruise at sunset
in the beautiful Bay of Banderas, complete with
Mariachi music and an open bar for your enjoy·
men!. Puerto Yallarta has many other delights in
store, too. White sand beaches. Sparkling clear
waters. And spectacular scenery. Baggage handling
and baggage tips are also included.
MANZANILLO $59* INCLUDES YOUR STAY
AT THE VIDA DEL MAR. !IT9CO I FCTIOI
Manzanillo is known for its secluded beaches,
lush foliage, and a watering hole for international
jet setters since the opening of the fantasy hotel,
'Las Hadas. You can also stay at Las Hadas with a
Continental bargain package for as low as $125!"
For more information or reservations, call
your travel agent or Continental Airlines at
842-8220. Elsewhere in New Mexico, toll free {800)
525·0280. Or write for your free color brochure
on our Mexico vncath ··· :'·"·'<ages. Continental
Airlines FCTM,Dept. :!.lJC ~' 0. Box l89IH, Irvine.
California 9271::1.
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YOU SHOULD SEE US NOW.

The Proud Bird with the Gnldcn1iti I.

CONTINENTAL
AIRLINESS=
t :.s.A.

·Canada· Mexico<Hawaii Mit'roncsia 'Australia ·New Zealand 'Fiji .'Sanwa \md the Orient.

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
Bam-2:30pm

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

and gathered a large supply of
firewood. We built a large fire
after most of us stripped and
jumped in for an ocean swim.
People are very relaxed with each
other already. I can't foresee any
major personality conflicts
arising in this group.
March 16, p.m. -We arrive in
a small village called Navahoa.
As we park across the street from
the townsquare there is large
crowd of young people gathered
around a pavillion listening to a
band playing rock'n'roll '- in
English. The crowd is enjoying
the music, but the dance floor is
deserted except for a few srnall
children running around. One of
the women in our group grabs my
hand, pulls me out onto the floor
and we begin to dance. We
immediately get a round of cheers
from the local kids though none

of them join us. When we finish
dancing we are surrounded by
>rids of all ages. They ask our
names, where we are from, how
to dance, etc. The goodwill is
obvious and needs no translation.
We spend the night on the bus.
There was an attempt to find a
beach to sleep on, but with the
directions given by the politician
we ended in someone's bean field.
The politician said he was tired of
being the navigator and that "he
was no tout guide" when people
kidded him about his selfappointed role. "I'm pissed off,"
he said. Someone remarked that
it was better to be pissed off than
pissed on.
March 17, p.m. - The magic
bus arrives in Mazatlan. After
some discussion about what to
do, five people and I hop in a
small boat and head out to a

LEARN
TO QUILT
6 Easy Lessons
MATERIALS FURNI~Hf:D
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••
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•
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California Fashion
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For Guys & Gals
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••

YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR •
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small island called Piedra. The to his table. He tells us his name
folks in this group are already is Pepe and asks us to sit down.
good friends. They are Garv After a coupiP- of hours and
Bradley, Gary Douglas, Debbie several "cervazas" later, Pepe
Ernst, Bob Carolan and Jim invites us to his house in
Clenaghan.
Mazatlan.
Piedra looked like something
Bradley, Douglas and I arrived
out of a Daniel Defoe novel. at I'epe's house about 4 that
There was a small resturant built afternoon. Ht• introduced us to
of tree branches with a palm Pachita, the only monkey in the
thatched roof. The cooking was city of Mazatlan. We put Pachita
done on a large stone oven in on a leash and took herfor a walk
which fires were built. For the through a good portion of the city
next week almost all of our meals including the mnrkt!t, tht• town
were prepared there by a large square, and a couplt• of taxis. W!'
and pleasant woman named couldn't have attracted more
Linda. We slept on the beach and attention if Jesus himself had
took 14th century showers - I'll walked with us. Pachita shook
pour on you and then you pour on hands with people, climbed up
me.
stop signs, played with children
March 18, a.m. - Bradley and and goosed an old woman.
I are walking up to a small
We saw a lot of Pepe during
cantina near the resturant to get the remainder of the week - and
a beer. A young guy calls us over Pachita, too.

Have You Been

243-1452

Sculptor Michael Morrill, whose: primary
ml!dia ate fabricorcd wood otnd metal, will speak and
~ho\1.· slnJc'li on hi'i \\·ork today. 8 p.m., in the f;inc
Aur, ( emer, Room iOJ8. f<rec.

CONTINENTAL HAS A SOL COAST REFRESHER FOR YOU.

Kettlewell)

Rita's
Quilt'n Sewing Center
1606 Central S.F;.

~

Pre--~fedfcai l'rMes!ilon'li Club ~- Meet~ today In
Oncr.a Hatf, Room I 53. Re,gir.ald i)c Pcllchy will
ft'~turcon ..:hJrnJirm:tJc heahh and Mark Hoflkin'>Will
~peak on the JihysJcian·~ assistance progratn. Can
Z77·!iRl9 for time.
lcnrufi's ("hildrtn ~ Pla}~ by Sam Shepard ojrefi
luc~•fay, April f. 8 p.m., at RodcyThcatrc. ('a11277·
4112 for furthC'rinf(nmalion.

Seated (left to right) Bob
Carolan, Gary Douglas, Gary
Bradley, Ernest Schmid and
Justin Cathey under a palm·
thatched structure on Piedra
Island. This was the heaviest
exertion anyone put themselves through during the en·
tire week. (Photo by Dick

Velour Tops

2 for 57

Fashion T·Shirts
&Tops
or

2 for 53

ssoo

LEVIS
Jeans

reg. $12.00

5895

Men's Sport Shirts

Fact irr•

ssoo
reg. 18""
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Lobos split games
in weekend action

Ruggers play strong
but lose to El Paso

..

By Murtin Janowski
The lJNM Rugby Club lost to
m Paso 14·:i Saturday at the
South Campus field in a Lough
defensive struggle.
The game's momentum surged
buck and forth between the two
squads as "Lady Luck" seemed
to both frown and smil!l upon the
Lobos at diff!lrent times.
In the first period B:l Paso
dominated most of the action,
pressuring the Lobos by keeping
the ball down in IJNM's half of
the field, but the scrappy Lobos
hung together and held El Paso
to a try and field goal in the first
half.
Trailing 7·0 after the in·
termission, UNM's offense began
to roll and the game opened up a
bit. The Lobos drove downfield

Student Veteran's
Association

General Election
Aprill, 1980
accepting votes from
8:00pm to 8:45pm
intheUNM
child care coop,
Mesa Vista Hall.

0

to score a field goal off a kick by
Patrick Mukora to make the
game close at 7·3 midway
through the second half.
m Paso was not about to roll
owr and allow UNM to pull off
the second half upset, however.
El Paso struck back, taking over
the momentum of the game for
good after the field goal and i .
engineered a drive that scored an
insurance try near the end of the
game to finish off the Lobos.
"We couldn't play the whole 80
minutes," Lobo Coach Harvey
Alexander said. "'I' he first sixty
minutes we played even with
them, but the last twenty
minutes, we couldn't handle it. Patrick Mokura kicks a field goal in Saturday's rugby action at the South Campus Field. The
El Paso had a very big serum line Lobos played tough, but lost to El Paso, 14-3. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)
and I think that intimidated us a
little.
UNM takes its 4-5 season
relay.
Saturday's
record to Colorado Saturday
The co-ree soccer season will Thursday, April 3 at 4 p.m. in exchange
competition, which starts at 9
when they go up against start next week and run about the same location.
The annual men's and women's a.m., is highlighted by three
Durango.
four weeks. A team is made up of
super
teams competition will get contests; an obstacle course,
;======-=-:;;,_::-===::;::;;;;- seven players with three men and
three women in the field and a underway Thursday at 4 p.m. darts and a tug of war. A team of
and end Saturday morning. six is needed for the competition
goalie of either sex.
CHINESE ~
Entries must be turned in to Thursday's competition will be in and each team should sign up in
the Intramural Office, Room 230 the pool with two events; a team the Intramural office. Teams
of Johnson Gym. A manager's tube relay and the wet teeshlrt must stay together for both days
CULTURE
~J\..~ meeting is scheduled for
of the competition.
The Sigma Chis, who won last
Weekend
year's
competition, lost only one
CENTER
TAl- CHI
Wrap-up
player from last year's squad and
MARTIAL
are back to defend their title.
lJASE8Al.L ..... Rttin ~;uu:clltd IM"O of the lhrcc

Entries due for co-ree soccer, superteams
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.suppUES $ BOOKS

3015Centrol N E
1 AlbuQuerque, N.M 87106
; No>! ro Lobo Thea lor

u

days of UN!\.1 11. four·lcam tournametu~ eff~.o>t:uvely
nullif)'irlg tournmnr:nt plans, bur the l.obos wcte still
nlllc 10 play t\\oo game;; en SaturdJy, The l.obM tml
w Nebraska·Omaba 2·0 in the firsl game deJpitc the

Phone
2158-7023

fi\c·hil plu:hmg or Jim Sharpe. who pil:ked up the
lm~. 'The t olm~; bounced back in 1l1e second Baine
hchuHI n unduucr b}' MlW ("amilh, edging lowa3·2.
The lobo'i arc now 24·l2.lla.ving won23 ofthcit last
29gamc~.

N

Rlf<mv ..._ The UNM men's Rugby Club wa-.
hc~tcn 14·3 by Cl .Paso Saturday at lheSouth Ca111pus
field. Patrick Mukora scored the only points for
llNM on a licldgoaJ.

SOI-'"fllA t.l. - The tobo women's .~(Jflball team
playrd four games on Saturday in the Texas Women's
Tourney and came away with n 2~2 record. The lobos
defeated Stephen f.. Austin UniversitY .3-2 and slipped
by Minnesota 4·3, buL chen 1oM 10 Southwest
Missourl SU!IC 2~0 llnd Texas Wom~n's University J...

o.

TINGLEY.
COLISEUM

8:00
P.M.

is

Sunday.

April

6

WOMEN'S GOLI,. ·The UNM women's golr team
-won the Uni1;·crsity of Washington ln'<~itatlonal in
Seattle. Wa'ihiilglon. last week. The lobos won by
lhttc ~uoke.s over Washing! on with a team score of
978 in a 54-hole: tournam~nt. Kelliher led ihe Lubo
women wilh a score of 236, followed by Kim Ea1o11
with a 243f Kris Monaghan a1 244, and Peggy
Stanwood with a 262, Pauy Curtlu came down with
the nu and withdrew rrom the tournament after the
serond tound.

Lobo diver 38th
in NCAA meet
New Mexico sophomore Tom
Doyle finished 38th at the NCAA
Diving Championshps held this
past weekend at Harvard
University.
"I didn't feel that I dove that
well," he said. "There was a
tremendous amount of pressure
on me." Doyle's finish was
among 44 competitors. "I think
it will se!'Ve as good experience,
though."
The meet concluded the NCAA
season.

ENGINEERS
Gulf Oil Corporation, a major energy company,
has job openings for all types of graduating
engineers who are interested in building a career
in crude oil and gas producing operations.

By Mark Smith
The UNM baseball team had
its final pre-conference tune-up
over the· weekend, and came
away with a split of two games.
The Lobos were scheduled to
play six games over three days in
a four-team tournament, but rain
washed those plans away on
Thursday and Friday. They did
get two games in on Saturday
losing the first 2·0 to NebraskaOmaha, and defeating Iowa 3·2
in the other contest.
The split of Saturday's games
gave the Lobos a 24-12 record,
with 23 of those wins coming in
their past 29 games.
The Lobos got unusually
strong pitching in both games,
something that will be necessary
in their upcoming WAC opener
with San Diego State.
Moe Camilli threw a one-hitter
in his victory over the Hawkeyes,
the only hit being a first-irming
home run served up to Ed Lash.
Jim Sharpe took the loss in the
opening game, but pitched five·
hit ball in more than five innings,
Sharpe was cruising along with a
shutout through the fifth, before
he was hit for both runs in the
sixth.

any extra incentive for the
Wolfpack.
"It's a different season this
year and with four teams in the
clivision, this series won't decide
the race," Cappelli said. "The
season won't be over until the
last games in May."
Cappelli said he hasn't looked
at the Aztecs th.is year, but noted
they are bringing back most of
last year's championship team.
He said they will go into the
series hoping for at least a split,
which is their goal for road Rain cancelled most of the baseball tournament action at Lobo Field last week, but UNM
games.
managed to play two games Saturday, losing to Nebraska-Omaha 2·0 and beating Iowa 3-2.
The Lobos will work out Mike Hegman crosses the plate while Bob Martinez looks on in sunnier action at Lobo Field.
Monday- Wednesday before (Photo by Mark Holberg)
leaving for San Diego on
Thursday for the big series.
Cappelli, looking at his team so
far this season, said, "Our
pitching is no better or worse
than it was last year when we
played San Diego State, its just
about at the same point. We have
a few more wins than last season,
but we'll just take one game at a
time and see what happens."
vvnJM¥ 1 L.~n.;, .o>r~:v

Al

15 OOAiergonKit""' 69
Coil tor low pncet. on ha!d
soH or sem1-sott l&nse"

Casey Optical Co.
{J

Joe Benes went the distance
for Nebraska-Omaha, checking
the Lobos on three hits.
While the Lobo hurlers looked
good, their almost always strong
hitting went stale, but UNM
head Coach Vince Cappelli said
he wasn't really concerned.
"It was just one of those days
that we Went flat," Cappelli said.
"The layoff hurt us. The kid
(Benes) threw pretty well, but he
wasn't that gpod. We went after
a lot of bad pitches."
Cappelli said that although the
pitching went well Saturday, he
still doesn't know if it is stable
and hasn't decided on who he will
start first against San Diego
State.
"We'll go with the usual
rotation, but I don't know who
I '11 start yet. We won't make any
changes though."
The Aztecs won the division
title from UNM last season by
sweeping a doubleheader from
the Lobos, winning both games
by one-run margins, to win the
title last season, but Cappelli
doesn't feel that fact will provide

-

doors wtnf of Your Drug

4.306 lorna s at W oshtngton
265·8.846

1.92

reg. $2.27

Duties include drilling, equipment installation
and maintenance, subsurface reservoir studies,
economic evaluation of producing properties, well
stimulation and reconditioning, and enhanced oil
recovery operations.
Individual development courses will be provided,
including outstanding oil and drilling instruction.
Positions are located in Gulf Coast, Mid-Continent,
Rocky Mountain, and West Coast areas. Excellent
employee benefits.
Applicant must be U.S. citizen or hold a
permanent resident visa.

with
special
guests:

Thelabys

Tickets
on sale
at the following
lOSS Outlets:
Sound Warehouse •
Flip Side Records • loth
Connoisseur Locations •
Lataye1te Radio (SGnte Fe)

Please send resume and transcript to:

Produced by BEAVER

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

J. R. Ligan,· Jr.
GULF OIL EXPLORATION

a PRODUCTION COMPANY
Sec. E. P.O. Drawer 2100
Houston, TX 77001

Orchestra
Rehearsal
7:30 9:30
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DOSEQUIS
The tn:CWI 111011 import.

Valid from Friday,
March 28th thru Saturday,
April 12th. 1980.
It's the best meal deal going. Our 100% pure beef
single burger with "More Burger Than Bun"::· A
small order of crispy, golden fries. Your favorite
small drink. And, to top it off, a cool and creamv
5 oz. DAIRY QUEEN' Sundae. All for only $1.92
Get a good deal on a full meal.

Dairq

•

Queen
I.

•

lifBZ/B~

2300 Central SE (across from Popejoy)
®U.S. Pet Of!., "m. 0 0. COtp -qopyr1gh1, 1980, Am. D.O. Cor-p_, MQfs., MN Ptli'lled

~n US.A.,

.,

Page 10, N<·w Mt•xieo Ihily Lobo, Mun·h :31, HJilO

Fashion Fair explodes with color
By Patti Watson
Ebony Fashion Fair's "Color
gxplosion"' demonstrated that
thin, as well as color, is in this
~t·nson, bringing a gleem to the

eye of some members of the
audience, and a sigh to those who
wished they had started their
diets last month.
Sponsored by I<; bony Magazine

Juniors test wings
on tales of Icarus

and Albuquerque.'s chapter of the
National Council ·of Negro
Women, the two-hour show drew
a crowd of several hundred,
mostly women.
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NEW APPLICANTS

&

$
$

CONTINUING APPLICANTS

.

,..

~$

$ If you plan to apply for a New Mexico Student Loan for the Academic Year $
~; W80-WSI, you MUST have a pre-loan interview. Pick one of the times listed $

; below. Th<• interviews will he given hourly, on the hour, no appointment is
··' JH.•cess;try, and you may attend any interview session. If you have any questions
J (•all Carol Dcsidcr.io M 277-6461 or 277-2041.

..

H.EMEMBER - no interview - no loan!

$

$ DATE

::. March :3l-April4
<:·

TIME
10:00

ll:OO
I:OO
2:00

<;-'

LOCA110N
SUB Room 250-C
(April 2 will be in SUB Z31-E)

$
$
$
$
$
$

$

.

$

$ A model in the "Ebony Fashion Fair" reminds the audience

$ that "thin is in"(Photo by Patti Watson)
$ The show was divided into two
Although the daytime wear
$ halves. Suits, dresses, trousers, was attractive and sometimes
$ sportswear and evening wear alluring, it was the "nighttime
Same
6:30pm
~ April 2nd & :hd
from top American, British, sizzlers'' that captured the first
$
'
French
and Italian designers half. From dresses to pajama
$
s$ April 7th
1:00
Law School
$ were paraded on stage by 11 pants, this section fulfilled at
least one fantasy of every woman
$
2:00
Room 2401
$ female and two male models.
in the audience. Wh!!ther tight or
For
leg
lovers,
there
was
good
$
3:00
$
news. Hemlines are rising, and flowing, these creations were
although they are not yet provocative.
April 8th
1:00
Medical School
elevated to their 1960s mini skirt
After the intermission, the
$
2:00
Basic Science Bldg.
$ level, they were up to the knee,
entire mood of the show changed
~>
3:00
Room 303
.$ allowing more of a glance than to a playful one. This half
~$~~~$$~~~$$$~$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ has been possible in the last few featured bathing suits and
years.
summer fashions, more evening
Daytime suits and dresses wear and the inevitable bridal
were all slimly tailored. Suits gown at the end.
were pinched in at the waist, with
The bathing suits were a
soft shirts, usually made of silk,
and short close•fitting jackets. delight for the audience.
The narrow skirts hugged the Although many were too skimpy
hips and ended with a slit, to consider wearing oneself, it
was fun to see someone else in
sometimes thigh-high.
March
Dresses, while often a little less them. Bikinis were done in
CfVIC UGHT OPERA oresents
27, 28,29, 30*
narrow, again accentuated the sequins and various slinky, shiny
April
UN~INK~BLE:
waist, usually with a wide belt in jerseys as well as some bright
stripes, and the men's ab3, 4, 5, 6*
a contrasting color.
TICKETS B. SO to l8.50
*M01tinees
Trousers were also slenderly breviated suits drew catcalls
styled, although some appeared from the audience.
FLASHY, BRASSY MUSICAL VAUDEVILLE
The show was a. burst of color.
"skin tight" and others a little
more roomy. Trouser legs were From beginning to end, fashions
either straight. or tapered down to were in every blue, pink, green,
Monday
SUBSCRIBERS PLEASE NOTE THIS PROGRAM
plum, yellow, gold, red, silver
the top of the ankle.
April7
IS INCLUDED ON THE SERIES. USE YOUR
Shoes featured with all and. black and white ever seen
8:15
PASSES. TAKE YOUR REGULAR SEATS.
daytime wear had high thin and were combined in somewhat
REMAINING TICKETS $12, $10, $8- ASUNM/GSA Y, PRICE
heels, and were either pumps or unusual combinations - green
STUDENT RUSH AT 7:45PM- .$1.00
sandals that were meant to be with purple and black, bright
noticed. Brightly-colored hose yellow with bright blue - as well
ct.'LEBRA TF."D GUIT,tR fiiMIL r
complimented or Contrasted with as the more conventional black
and white.
outfits.
Wednesday
April 9
WITH THE UNIYERSITV ORCHESTRA
8:15

$
$
$

~

~

Tickets Now Available For
THE:

MOLLV BROWN

CJ.IICAGO

THE REIMEREJS
$10, $9, $7 - ASUNM/GSA Y, PRICE
ALBUQUERQUE OPERA THEATRE

Fri. & Sat.
April IS & 19
8:15

c:L~ CJlOHEME
Tickets $12.00, $9.50, $8.50, $5,50
STU/SRS- $1.00 dilcount
A CHASSIDIC EXPERIENCE

Sunday
May4
3:00p.m.

Theodore
Bikel
In Concert
Tickets $121 $10, $8- All Students, Seniors $1.00 discount
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS

For complete details, call:

277·3121

The Southwest's Center for the Arts

Come One Come All!!

Monday March, 31 1980
7:00p.m., 153 Ortega
Monday's guest speaker will be
Dr. DePelichy, speaking on Chiropractic
Health and Mark Hopkins who will speak
on The Physicians Assistance Program
office 1056 ~esa Vista phone 277·5819

[

)

I

By Leslie Donovan
The theater arts junior
company will prove Tuesday
whether it can successfully bring
to life what amounts to American
mythology. The "mytholo&'Y" is
Icarus·.~ Children, a program of
three plays by Pulitzer Prize·
winning
playwright
Sam
Shepard. The plays, Icarus's
Mot lwr,
Rc>d Cross and
Geography of a Horse D;eamer,
written in the early 1960s and
1970s, explore American symbols
and experience in language that
is peculiarly American.
The actors will apply their
Yankee ingenuity to a difficult
task. Director and theater arts
professor James Linnell says that
it has been hard for many of the·
young actors "to find the angle"
to their characterizations because
the characters are beyond the
actors' experience.
But the challenge has not
deterred Linnell, who says that
Sb:pard's plays incorporate the
symbols and myths of the
modern imagination to construct
a language that is intensely and
undeniably American.
"He provides the kind of
dramatic language that I think is
uniquely American," Linnell
said.
"II!.' draws on those sources
that we all live with as Americans
- those sources that give us our
sense of ourselves as in·
diviuuals."
Linnell said that in a "pulling
together of all these sources,''
Shepard's plays allow the
audience to take "sudden leaps
into an exploration of the
language of their own inner
visions."

"Shepard works with the
particular American myths and
stereotypes - of the Old West,
of pop music heroes, of
terlmology - the kind of mix
that we have whirling around our
heads all the time," he said,
Linnell says that Shepard
holds particular interest for
college students because of the
contemporary nature of his work,
as in the case of Icarus's Mather
which is about the threat of
nuclear disaster.
"Although it starts out on the
fairly simple, mundane level of
five people on a Fourth of July
picnic, the forces in conflict,
which emerge through the in·
dividuals, eventually develop
through Sam's use of language
inw a sort of apocalyptic
statement," he said.
Red Cross is quite different.
Describ!.'d by Linnell as a
"comic working of the Don Juan
story," Red Cross tells the storv
of a maid and a renter of a back·
woods resort cabin.
The last piece, Geography of a
Horse Dreamer, concerns a man
who has the power to dream the
future and how others seek to
exploit this power to make money
by having him dream the winners
of horse races.
These works are united
through a production design,
which uses masked "moving
men" type characters to move
scenery and provide transition
between the plays. Linnell says
this technique provides "a kind
of narrative space, the sense that
the drama takes place in a
special, illusion-like space."
Icarus's Children will be
presented April1·5, at 8 p.m. in
Rodey Theatre.

Chuck Jones appears Tuesday night in "Icarus's Children." (Photo by Randy Montoya)
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Seraphin Trio ends series
with centuries-old music
ByKenCiork
The I 979·1980 season of the Keller Hall Series came to a close with
the Seraphin. Trio playing a program of traditional works. The Trio
composed of Leonard Feldberg, violin, Joanna de Keyser, cello, and
George Robert, piano, departed. from the previous series programs
which have either featured or been dominated by Contemporary works.
They showed, perhaps, that it is important to recognize music's
historical precursors, just as in the future, music will be obliged to
acknowledge its foundations in today's contemporary music.
Mozart's "Trio inC major" (K. 548) opened the concert. Written at
a time when Mozart was in serious financial straits, it must be called a
"potboiler" piece. Typical of Mozart, however, his personal troubles
did not interfere with the quality of the composition. The hannonies
are refined to the point of being almost casual and the work is
balanced so that the supportive roles of the various instruments are
shared by all.
Anton Arensky's "Trio in D minor, Op. 32" followed. This
technically difficult piece is unmistakably Russian, but bears also
strong influences o( Western European Romanticism. The charac·
• teristic Russian affect is carried primarily by the violin and violinist
Leonard Feldberg performed the role admirably.
Bringing the regular program to a close was the" Archduke,'' "Trio
in B flat major, Op. 97'' by Beethoven. This is one of his most famous
compositions, not because of its complexity, but for its strength and
directness. As in many of his trios, the piano figures prominently, but
by no means to the exclusion ofthe other instruments. It is no wonder
that this and other of Beethoven's works in the same vein have enjoyed an enduring popularity while so many lesser works have been
forgotten.
These three great works alone comprise an outstanding program,
but the unusually large audience remained happily for an encore of the
last movement of Haydn's "Trio in A major."
Throughout the season, the Keller Hall Series has presented a wide·
ranging variety of concerts of consistent high quality perfonned by
some of the best musicians in the Southwest. Let us look forward to
next year's season and hope that the same standards of excellence are
maintained.
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The elephant
is now wild on campus!
Elephant Malt Liquor from Carlsberg. The only
imported malt liquor in America. It has a taste
you'll never forget.
Imported by C'..:ntury Importer' Inc., Balttrnore, MJrylmd,

Distributed by Quality Import Co., Albuquerque, N.M.
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ACROSS
1 Waterway
6 Attack:
2 words
11 "Nonsense!"
14 Soap plant
15- Zola
16 High note
17 Canadian 18 Blood feuds
20 Beginning
22 Likewise
23 Rear
25 Hibernian
28 Hammer part
291nsect
30 Peculiar
32 Weather
word
34 Walking vigorously
39 Crankier
A2 Washington
or Ottawa
VIP
43 Assailed
45 ChOiCe
46 Some Africans
49 Born
50 USSR river
54 Stupid
55 Garment
56 Letter line

58 Expiator
600nce--

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved

63 Cancel
66 Jolson and
Kaline
67 Dye
68 Two English
queens
69lixivium
70 Ringlet
71 Falkand
Fonda
DOWN
1 Vehicle
2 Wine cup
3 Unequal
fight: 2 words
4AudiUy
5 Forty days
6 Harsh
7 Medicines
8 Metal
9 Archaic
10 Want
11 Ms. Davis
12 Winged
13 Wears:
2 words
19 Tilt
21 Taste
23 Until: Sp.
24 Ria
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1'174 O('H ~1.'\N lA. 2 ~unr, cx<elknt .,>ndlliun
1l1ruut'.hnul. 4 •,peed. new rudiah. low milca~~e, great

26 Poses
27 Rodent
30 Adhere
31 Wrinkles
33 Greek letter
35 Pigeon pea
36 Nomadic
37 Music symbols
38 Hail
40 Made do
41 Quebec's
Levesque
44 Energetic
ones

47 Flowers
48 Recent: Prefix
50 Everyday
51 Respond
52 Got up
53- Yutang
55 Author Jules

57 Datum
59 Tide
61 Crag
62 - de France
64 Diocese
65 Letter

